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What is Falcon ERP Enterprise?
FALCON ERP is configurable enterprise resource planning software for all business. It streamlines all workflow processes
and provides you an interactive interface through which you can monitor your entire business, at click of buttons.
FALCON ERP applications cover all enterprise operations: Financial, Commercial operation combined with sales
automation, Manufacturing as well as Service Rendering. The enterprise may choose between full or gradual coverage
of its functions and operations. Installation of modules at a later date will not result in any disruption of the proper
system operation. The system implementation is concluded methodically, with absolutely controlled results, directly
related to the enterprise own requirements for integration of its IT systems.
If your company is interested in enhancing and improving every day work, if you want to improve efficiency control or
you need to plan and forecast the results of future actions based on online, accurate information, by using FALCON ERP
you may increase the overall profitability of your company.

Vision, Mission, Values.
FALCON ERP’s vision is to empower businesses of all sizes with a
comprehensive, flexible, and simple business management solution that
increases profitability and efficiency.
FALCON ERP has user-friendly and familiar screens and is simple to
implement with the possibility of quick customization of modules for
substantially reducing cycle time and costs. As businesses grow, the
additional business processes and modules are easily
accommodated within the application.
One of FALCON ERP’s primary objectives as an organization is to have
our customers view us as a strategic partner, rather than simply as
their software vendor. It is this commitment to establishing lasting
customer relationships and consistently delivering value that has led
manufacturers and distributors to rely on FALCON ERP as their strategic
business partner since the company was founded in 1997.

Benefits Of Falcon ERP
Customizable to your needs: The Customizations of FALCON ERP software helps to increase the adaptability of the
ERP amongst the users making it economical for the company.

User-Friendly and Easy to Use: FALCON ERP Software is highly user-friendly and requires little navigation skills.

Its intuitive design helps to ensure that your employees get used to it within a few days.
Large number of standard and vertical specific modules: FALCON ERP Software has a number of standard
integrated modules which can be customized to your Business practices. Then there are Vertical Specific modules
which helps in easy implementation as per your Vertical segment. You can start with a few essential ERP Software
modules and then add more functions as need arises. This reduces your dependence on multiple applications and brings
consistency in information sharing across the organization.
Role- Based Users Right: We ensure complete security which is so critical when you work in a
multi- user, global environment. You can secure your data both within and outside the organization.
Multi-Currency: Enable you to do transactions and maintain your data in multiple currencies.
Multi-Company: Enable you to integrate with 99 Companies with 99 warehouses (i.e. 99*99).
Unlimited Users: FALCON ERP is truly designed to be used by everybody in the organization
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Furthermore, FALCON ERP does not outsource any aspect
of its business. It is developed, sold, implemented, and
supported exclusively by FALON ERP. This unique
approach gives our customers a single, direct relationship
with software developers, project managers, and customer
support personnel.

Inventory Management
FALCON ERP inventory management solution is full featured and
high-performance module, controlling inventory, tracking items,
ensuring optimal stock and significantly increasing productivity. We
deliver a complete inventory management from item movement,
purchasing, sales, order fulfillment, service and returns, data collection
and accounting. FALCON ERP inventory management functionality
includes paperless warehouse management, multiple inventory
locations, flexible units of measure with automated conversions, physical
inventory counts and complete lot and serial number tracking.

More features
Faster inventory turns - Reduce time by limiting inventory
movement and improving the accuracy of inventory records.

Procurement – Procurement tools track the status of

purchasing and production activities and provide a transparent
overview of cost developments.
Enhanced customer service – Streamline processes from
order to delivery, accurately determine product availability and
realistic delivery dates, and reduce returns as a result of increased
shipment accuracy.
Warehouse Management – This will cover the scheduling and
control of inventory and warehouse.
VAT Management – Full VAT integration added to all the
Inventory modules.
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Finance Management
FALCON ERP offers fully-integrated software tools to manage all aspects of
your organization’s financial management and compliance requirements.
FALCON ERP provides a complete set of accounting software functionality
that is both comprehensive and scalable to manage a variety of businesses
from small companies to large, multinational corporations with multiple legal
entities and divisions. In addition to standard general ledger, accounts
payable, and accounts receivable functionality, FALCON ERP also includes a
robust financial report writer. The financial management functionality is fully
integrated with the inventory management, purchasing, order processing, manufacturing and planning.

HRM & Payroll Management
FALCON ERP HRM and Payroll Management solution not only
automates the complete employee functions in an
organization but also gives key strategic insight to the
management giving on demand MIS enabling proactive
decisions. It can streamline all your HR processes by keeping
track of employees attendance, leave, travel, transfers,
reimbursements, payroll, benefits, compensation, training,
performance reviews, talent management, competency
management and much more on a single platform.
It is designed to handle the entire payroll and human resource
reporting needs of large organizations. The system is
customized as per the UAE Labour Law and can be used by
small organization to multinational companies. For the same
reasons identified previously, you have a considerable level of
flexibility in both the data entry functionality and the reporting.
The list of features and functions are pretty extensive.

Fixed Asset Management
FALCON ERP Fixed Asset Management provides up-to-date, real-time
information regarding the value of all assets within the organization by
keeping a record of depreciation and current asset values, and a facility that
evaluates the remaining worth by tracking income and expenditures derived
from assets. You can optionally record costs incurred in the maintenance of
assets against the individual asset concerned. These costs can be broken
down over a number of expense codes.We are redefining the management of
Assets to the big /small organizations.
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Manufacturing Management
(Optional)
FALCON ERP MFG for manufacturing companies helps production enterprises
to plan complete production process and assists manufacturers control labor
costs, simplify labor compliance, identify areas where productivity can be
improved and many more. Our software solution for Manufacturing can be
customized and used by all related industries. Our deep domain knowledge
helps manufacturers develop every connection in their organization's value
chain, from product development and procurement to logistics and after-sales
support.

More features
Bill of materials Routing Maintenance Machine Maintenance
Material Requirements Planning Production Scheduling Work in Progress

Project Management (Optional)
FALCON ERP Project Management software is a modular
solution that helps simplify project planning, tracking,
accounting, expense tracking, enterprise resource / capacity
planning, time and billing and many more. Our solution always
enables project managers and team members to maintain
current and accurate project status, allowing managers to
actively identify and resolve potential threats to the success of
each and every engagement. FALCON ERP Project
Management software gives you real-time access to all your
project information. The result is a significantly improved
project completion record, more satisfied clients and reduced
non-billable work.

CRM (Optional)
FALCON ERP CRM gives everyone that interfaces with the customer—sales,
support, service and fulfillment access to complete, key customer data in
real time. FALCON CRM's 360-degree view of your customers gives your
service and support reps better visibility into customer issues and empowers them up sell and cross-sell to drive more business. In addition, it helps
you assign, track and escalate cases to serve customers more quickly and
efficiently. Users can gain insights for their sales operations to maximize
every customer interaction. It provides a platform enabling business owners to
analyse, plan, develop and deploy marketing, sales and service activities.
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Document Management
(Optional)
FALCON ERP DMS is an industry leading state-of-the art Windows-based
Document Management Application that helps you store and track electronic
documents and /or images of paper document. It helps to quickly create a
centralized, searchable database of all your documents. Keep documents
private or share them with other users on your network. It is designed to
secure and manage the life cycle of documents, records, images, email, faxes
or any other paper or electronic files you may have.

Workshop Management (Optional)
FALCON ERP Workshop Management System fulfills
the tracking needs of motor service departments by
offering a comprehensive service module, ideally
suited to both independent outlets and franchised
operations.
Our software
is
an
advance
Window-based, Automobile Workshop Service
management solution designed exclusively to
automate the daily operations of your Workshop to
help you save time and stay organized in managing
your information. It is a cost effective and complete
solution that improves productivity and increases
efficiency of your business.

Point of Sale Management
(Optional)
FALCON ERP POS (Point of Sale) system, which support full-scale sales
management, warehouse management, customers and products management, inventory tracking, as well as integration with Point of Sale equipment.
It is specifically designed for specialized retail operations, and can be used
with barcode readers, cash drawers, receipt printers and display poles.
Whether you need to manage a single retail location, operate a cash and carry
business, or face the challenge of tying together a few brick and mortar stores,
increase your accuracy while providing real-time integration.
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Jewellery Management
(Optional)
FALCON ERP Jewellery Management is a comprehensive ERP Application for
Jewellery Retail Business. This is a desktop application, multi-tiered with
cutting-edge technologies which helps to manage the complete end-to-end
operation of a Jewellery Retail Organization and provides analytical information for management overview and decision. It has been developed in a
completely modular manner of different modules keeping in mind the different
variable needs of the Jewellery Retail Industry.

Property Management (Optional)
FALCON ERP Property Management Solutions provides a family
of products for professional property managers, association
management companies and self-managed associations. They
combine a desktop application. Integrated accounting and
property management reporting functions form the backbone of
a feature-rich, affordable, easy-to-use product line. Whether
you're a property owner, fee manager, developer, or you manage
real estate some other way, you know the lease terms are all
different, the spaces vary, and each of your tenants is unique.
Your source for lease management and accounts receivable
processing, this core real estate management software features
a unique data structure that puts the lease document at the
foundation of your processes. The result is software flexible
enough to accommodate virtually any lease agreement,
including multiple leases per tenant, multiple units per lease, and
multiple tenants per lease.

Restaurant Management
(Optional)
FALCON ERP Restaurant POS offers complete restaurant POS systems that
can be easily tailored for use in any sort of food service establishment, from
fine dining and table service restaurants to quick service, pizza delivery and
take-out establishments, as well as clubs. We offer everything you need to
effectively manage your operations. that can provide integrated Online Ordering, inventory control, wireless table side ordering and payment, real-time
alerts and robust back office management to help increase revenue, cut cost
and boost your bottom line. The restaurant market is a highly competitive, low
margin environment and managers need to take every opportunity to run their
restaurant efficiently and profitably. POS solutions are the logical choice to help
streamline operations and simplify management tasks.
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C-648,Damas Tower 14, Sharjah U.A.E
P.O.Box 27020, Telephone : + 971 6 5624427
Mobile: +971 50 6330157
E-Mail: Sales@falconerp.com, Web: falconerp.com
The contents of this document are for informational purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Al Muftah Computers makes no guarantee,representations or warranties with regard to the
enclosed information and specifically disclaims, to the full extent of the law, any applicable implied warranties, such as fitness for a particular purpose, merchantability, satisfactory quality or reasonable
skill and care. This document and its contents, including the viewpoints, dates and functional content expressed herein are believed to be accurate as of its date of publication, September, 2018. The
usage of any FALCON ERP software shall be pursuant to the applicable end user license agreement and the performance of any consulting services by FALCON ERP personnel shall be pursuant to
applicable standard services terms and conditions. Usage of the solution(s) described in this document with other FALCON ERP software or third party products may require the purchase of licenses for
such other products. FALCON ERP logo are trademarks of Al Muftah Computers, registered in the United Arab Emirates and certain other countries. All other trademarks mentioned are the property of
theirrespective owners.

